PROJECT TITLE
Travel for people with disabilities

DESCRIPTION
A web platform that connects people with different disabilities and trusted service providers in certain locations.

**Functionality:** Has two sides. One, for travelers: create profile, browse existing locations, read feedback, add feedback, book trip, chat with the service provider. Another, service provider: submit their documents/certificates, fill profile, use calendar to open dates/times, chat with travelers and platform support

**Quality attributes:** Easy to handle for people who can't see, hear or don't have one/both hands. Needs careful brainstorming and deep design learning journey.

OPPORTUNITY
A very cool design will be provided and adjusted on the go. Opportunity to work with an experienced product person from idea through all the phases of implementation to the (hopefully) launch. Main of all, making a product that can help people forget about their limitations and see the world.

OTHER
All code, IP and project results should be transferred to the company. In case of successful outcome, the further collaboration is possible. In case of commercializing the product, a bonus can be paid from the first year earnings based on the effort. This project requires empathy and thinking outside the box.